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Project Narrative  for Mountainside Village Phase 4 Preliminary Plat Application 
 
Mountainside Village is a multi-phase mixed use development that was approved by the City 
pursuant to an Annexation Agreement, recorded as Instrument No. 165316, and a Master 
Development Agreement, recorded in 2005 as Instrument No. 171687 (collectively, the 
“Development Agreements”). The Development Agreement approved a multi-phase rural urban 
transect development. The approved 2005 Mountainside Village Master Plan is included as part 
of that Master Agreement. Pursuant to the Development Agreements, Phases 1 and 2 have been 
approved and constructed and Phase 3 has been approved and is under construction.  The Phase 
4 Concept Plan was approved in April of 2020. 
 
We are now happy to submit Phase 4 to the City of Victor for Preliminary Plat review. Phase 4 
lies east of Phase 3 and west of Kimball Canal. (Exhibit A)  Phase 4 includes 47 residential lots, 
and 1 civic lot on approximately 21.8 acres for a gross density of approximately 2.15 lots/acre. 
There will be a variety of lot types allowing for housing similar to those in the first three phases 
of the community.  There are 2 large common open space lots, South Commons and East 
Commons totaling about 4.6 acres. These open spaces border the Kimball Canal. The submitted 
plans are in substantial compliance with the approved concept plan for Phase 4. The intersection 
of Hillside Drive with The Old Jackson Highway is approximately 160’ westerly of the location 
shown in the concept plan.  There are two fewer lots and the gross density dropped to 0.2 
lots/acre.       
 
From the outset, Mountainside Village was planned to follow an urban to rural transect. 
From the higher density in Village Center area to the natural open spaces of the hillside, the 
transect concept is apparent.  Phase 4 is lower density than Phases 1-3, as a transition to the 
even lower density and larger lots east of Kimball Canal.  In keeping with transect based planning 
the character of the community is designed to be more rural in the lower density areas. As density 
decreases so does the need for urban formalities.  For example the open spaces to the east are 
more natural, paved sidewalks become more narrow and transition into a natural trail network.  
 
Phase 4 includes a variety of lots sizes and configurations in compliance with the approved 
Mountainside Village Master Plan and the City of Victor Code. Careful design consideration has 
been given to layout and building placement to establish a comfortable, human-scale 
streetscape, ensure residential privacy, and  to protect solar envelopes.  
 
 
There are four residential lot types in the Phase 4 Plan, which follow the guidance of the 
Development Agreements, solar access standards, and the City of Victor Code. They are: 
  

• Side-Yard Lot, 65’ minimum width. These properties like the Side-Yard Lots of earlier 
phases front north-south streets.  These lots have narrower frontage and are deeper on 
the east west axis. The setbacks for these lot types are asymmetrical to protect solar 
envelopes and create pleasant, protected and highly functional sunny south side yards. 
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Overnight parking for these lots are accessed by rear lanes. There are 9 Side-Yard Lots in 
Phase 4. 

• Side-Yard Edge/Pond Lot, 75’ minimum width. These properties front on streets or a 
court that run generally north to south. The setbacks for these lot types is asymmetrical. 
The north setback is less than the south side setback to protect the solar envelope and 
create sunny side-yard areas.  Overnight parking for these lots are accessed by front drives 
along the southern side of property lines. Front porch elements are required and the 
garages would be set back behind house fronts to ensure attractive streetscapes.  There 
are 14 of these lots in Phase 4.  

• Bungalow Lot, 65’ minimum width. These lots front streets that run generally east to 
west.  That creates lots that are longer on north south axis. There are no properties to the 
north that houses on these lots would be shading.  Front porch elements are required to 
enhance streetscape and walkability.  Overnight parking is accessed by rear lanes for all 
but one of these lots. There are 23 Bungalow Lots in Phase 4.  

• Boulevard Lot, 80’ minimum width. This single large lot is similar to the Boulevard lots of 
earlier phases. It is intended for a larger building volume on an east-west axis.  There are 
no properties to the north that a structure would be shade. Side setbacks are 
symmetrical. Front porch elements are required to enhance streetscape.  Rear/side lanes 
provide overnight parking for this lot. 

• The Civic lot is anticipated to be similar in function to the existing Mountainside Village 
Green. This lot would allow a park pavilion, community or religious structures. A full four 
season weather conditioned structure would be allowed on this property. The 
“Terminated Vista” (TV) designation of this property recognizes its key visual importance 
at the east end of the Boulevard at the top of a rise. This lot is a key link between the 
more naturalistic open spaces of the east and the more contained parklike common open 
spaces of the Boulevard and Village Green.  

The two open space commons are adjacent to the Mountainside Village Farm (Sweet Hollow 
Farm) and the planned common areas for Phase 5. This creates a large cohesive network of open 
spaces interconnected by a network of pathways. Virtually all the lots in Phase 4 are adjacent to 
dedicated common areas. Mountainside Village Pond and Kimball Canal are existing water 
features.   
There are 11 road entry access points into Mountainside Village. Six are off the Old Jackson 
Highway and five are off of Cemetery Road. In addition there are six lanes for vehicular access to 
the Village.  All direct lane access to the Village is off Cemetery Rd. There is enhanced safety in 
the redundancy of this highly distributed access network where there are many alternate routes 
should some become blocked.   
The attached documentation demonstrates full compliance with approval criteria. 
 
In summary, Phase 4 of Mountainside Village will provide attractive, diverse and sustainable 
housing options in a neighborhood people will be proud to call home.  
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EXHIBIT A 
Concept Plan Map 
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MOUNTAINSIDE VILLAGE 
INFRASTRUCTURE NARRATIVE FOR 

PRELIMINARY PLAT, PHASE 4 
 OCTOBER 20, 2022 

 
The following provides general information regarding utilities in accordance with Section 
14.5.10 C.2, paragraphs a through h of the Victor Land Development Code for the preliminary 
plat submittal for Phase 4 of Mountainside Village. 
 
WATER: Water supply for Phase 4 will be part of the future City of Victor “high pressure 
zone” that is expected to be served by a 200,000 gallon below ground elevated storage tank 
located on the hillside within Mountainside Village Phase 5.  The tank would be at an 
approximate elevation of 6436 (bottom) and be able to supply adequate domestic and fire 
flows to all of Phase 4. The tank would be supplied using existing and/or new booster pumps 
located in the current Mountainside Village booster pump station. A ten-inch transmission 
line would connect the tank from the intersection of Glory Street and the Old Jackson 
Highway. All other lines would be eight-inch. All work will be in compliance with the latest City 
of Victor public works standards.  
 
SEWER: Phase 4 will be served by gravity sewers that will connect to downstream Phase 3 
of the Mountainside development. Mainline sewers will be 8-inch PVC with manholes spaced 
at maximum 400-foot intervals. Manholes will be located within proposed roadways and rear 
lanes to the extend feasible to insure year-round access.  
 
STORMWATER: Stormwater would be handled in the same manner currently used in the 
Mountainside development with landscaped swales along the main roadside. Covenants also 
address the use of impervious surface to limit and contain runoff within the building sites. The 
relatively flat and permeable soils common to the area have been shown from the prior 
project phases to adequately accommodate runoff for this type of residential development. 
No special storm drains or other stormwater facilities are anticipated. See stormwater section 
for more details. 
 
STREETS: Typical street and lane sections to be used in Phase 4 have been provided with 
this infrastructure showing dimensions and construction details. The streets will be patterned 
after the current streets and generally follow the overall masterplan originally prepared in 
2005. Most of the lots, including all the lots along Cemetery Road and the Old Jackson 
Highway, will have rear lot access lanes and require all vehicle access from the rear. Phase 
4 will include a new access point onto the Old Jackson Highway to continue a similar pattern 
of interconnected neighborhood roads and help disperse traffic entering or leaving the Old 
Jackson Highway. 
 
ACCESS MANAGEMENT: There are 11 road entry access points into Mountainside Village. 
Six are off the Old Jackson Highway and five are off of Cemetery Road. In addition there are 
six lanes for vehicular access to the Village.  All direct lane access to the Village is off 
Cemetery Rd. There is enhanced safety in the redundancy of this highly distributed access 
network where there are many alternate routes should some roads become blocked.   
 
ENGINEERING ESTIMATE. A preliminary engineering cost estimate has also been provided 
for the principal infrastructure that would ultimately be part of the city of Victor. The estimate 
is based upon recent projects bid in 2022. However actual costs may vary for the reasons 
outlined in the disclaimer provided at the bottom of the estimate. 
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